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INTRODUCTION/THESIS STATEMENT
Summarizing Islam, as well as critiquing this religion is a daunting task, but will be
attempted henceforth. Islam’s holy book is the Qur'an. In their teachings they outline judgment,
Allah’s supremeness, people of other religions (infidels), family values, as well as food to
consume. At first glance the person without a personal relationship to any religion might find
many similarities in the Qur’an and the Holy Bible. But, once the reader begins to delve in they
begin to see unmitigated differences which become clear as night and day.
SUMMARY OF ISLAM
Juan Campo best summarizes this in his statement, “Defining Islam is an undertaking
that, to a significant extent, has occurred in the context of Muslim and non-Muslim historical
interactions, whether they be framed in terms of believers and disbelievers, People of the Book
and polytheists, jihadists and crusaders, Easterners and Westerners, secularists and theocrats, or
insiders and outsiders. Islam is what Muslims have made of it, what non-Muslims have made of
it, and what they have made of it together.” 1 These words ring true especially in the context of
what the Muslims have made of Islam, since most of the rhetoric surrounding their views of
infidels have been vocalized.
An important part of Islam is what leads it to be an intolerant religion whether people
want to believe it or not. The theology of Islam is so firmly rooted in one book, the Qur’an, and
one man, the Prophet, that mainstream Muslims are unlikely to ever support attempts to tamper
with either.2 This coincides with what most Christians already know, which is Islam is not a
peaceable religion, it never has been but tries to portray itself as such to win converts. Ergun
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Caner proclaims, “Islam does not mean ‘peace’ in Arabic in the classic sense of the term. Islam
means ‘surrender’.3 With this in mind we come to the reason for describing the contradictions
between Islam and Christianity which are many, and only a few are discussed in the following
portions.
CRITIQUE OF ISLAM/FLAWS OF THIS BELIEF SYSTEM
When speaking of Islam it is important to compare Allah to the God of the Bible. These,
though some disagree, are very different gods. The two gods cannot be encompassed in the term
‘god’ this would be an injustice to both holy texts. The Qur’an speaks of Allah as transcendent
instead of being a God who is concerned with the lives of the people He created. Being supreme
over his people, Allah expresses little, if any, love for them in contrast to the God of the Bible.
The Bible states in 1 John 4:8, “He who does not love does not know God, for God is love.”4 To
serve a god who gives no free will is a master not a righteous, just god. A god who gives free
will cannot ask his creation to deny relationships when that is what people were created for
ultimately.
A direct command is written from the Qur’an 5:51, “O ye who believe! Take not the Jews
and the Christians for friends. They are friends one to another. He among you who taketh them
for friends is (one) of them. Lo! Allah guideth not wrongdoing folk.”5 If a Muslim person is not
allowed to befriend a Christian or a Jew then how is it truly possible to witness to someone who
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will not allow themselves to create a relationship with someone of a different faith? This comes
in direct opposition of what their holy book states for them to practice.
Muslims have no finality of what is to come after death. They are to die mortally then
await in a place staed by Farid Esack, “barzakh – the period in the grave…there is a barzakh
until the day when all be raised from the dead!”6 This means that there is no peace on this earth
for the Muslim, that all things are constantly judged to the Muslim’s meeting the criteria of the
Qur’an. There is no way of knowing whether as a Muslim you have attained the appropriate
procedures or standards to please Allah. The Bible is contrary to this where it states in Ephesians
2:8-9, “For by grace you have been saved through faith, and that not of yourselves; it is the gift
of God, not of works, lest anyone should boast.”7 This alone states that if you have faith in
God’s gift, which is Jesus Christ in this context, then you are saved. This theology is through
grace not by a collection of rules set by a supreme being which may or may not be attained
depending on whether you achieved enough status in said religion.
SHARING CHRISTIANITY
This leads to the many aspects of where to begin when talking to a Muslim as a Christian.
The most affable way typically to begin speaking to anyone, even others outside of Islam, is to
know where they come from and how their religious beliefs differ from Christianity. Open the
conversation by asking them about their religion Muslims are passionate about Islam and their
beliefs even if at first they seem quiet or reserved. By asking specific questions about Islam and
their practices this will almost always catch them off guard; some Muslims believe that
Christians are ignorant to their religion and are closed minded. This type of sharing is supported
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by John Gilchrist who states, “Later on in this chapter I will show why it is, therefore, essential
that we study Islam and know the beliefs of the Muslims so that we can engage in profitable
dialogue, but let me say here that it is at least essential that we be willing to listen as well as talk.
When Muslims find that they are free to express their own feelings and beliefs, and when they
realize that the Christian is not just interested in seeing them baptized at the first opportunity,
they become more willing themselves to hear what the Christian has to say.”8 These words
constantly ring true in sharing our good news.
The most important aspect of Christianity over Islam is that the Muslim needs
forgiveness and cannot ever find that within the Qur’an. There are many laws and regulations
similar in idea to the Old Testament when you speak with a Muslim, but there is never a finality
of where the Muslim will spend eternity. This guarantee of finality in heaven or hell is only
provided in Christianity with the blood of Jesus Christ. This at all costs needs to be spoken to
the Muslim.
The Gospel is uniquely different from every other religion, Islam included by where man
is not the measure of finality, but the one who came and died and suffered on the cross for
mankind’s sins was and is the measure of finality. Yes, we are commanded to spread the Gospel,
but most important of all we must realize our objective is not to win the argument of religious
discussion, but to win the soul to our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ with and through the Holy
Spirit.
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As nouns the difference between worldview and religion is that worldview is one's personal view of the world and how one interprets it
while religion is...Â As nouns the difference between worldview and religion. is that worldview is one's personal view of the world and
how one interprets it while religion is religion. worldview. English. (world view). Religious Worldview. Teaching About Religion. in support
of civic pluralism. A religious worldview will allow or perhaps embrace supernatural conceptions of the general order of existence that
are not present in a nonreligious worldview. Both religious and nonreligious worldviews have been present and important throughout
recorded history. The worldviews of persons who are following a world religion today tend to include the following cognitive notions
Template:About A comprehensive world view or worldview is the fundamental cognitive orientation of an individual or society
encompassing the entirety of the individual or society's knowledge and point of view. A world view can include natural philosophy;
fundamental, existential, and normative postulates; or themes, values, emotions, and ethics. The term is a calque of the German word
Weltanschauung [ËˆvÉ›lt.Ê”anËŒÊƒaÊŠ.ÊŠÅ‹] (Script error: No such module "Error".Script error: No such module "Category handler
WORLDVIEW/RELIGION ANALYSIS PAPER Mike Michaels APOL 500 May 10, 2012 Introduction There are many â€˜Worldviewsâ€™
regarding religion. The topic of this paper will discuss the Worldview known as Islam. Islam claims to be the only true religion, bringing
the purest message of Allah and could have succeeded. This paper will contain a summary of Islam, a critique, a plan as to how
Christians can share the gospel and a conclusion. The field of religion/worldview is a broadly defined area of study. Depending on the
researcherâ€™s perspective, it is approached in various and often quite different ways. It also depends heavily on the motives the
researcher brings to his or her investigation of religious or worldview issues. In this article we will explore six different ways scholars and
researchers approach the study of religions and worldviews.

